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Participating
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•

Allow the information and
experiences to meet you where
you are in your Divine Feminine
journey.

•

Give Yourself Time to Be
with the Concepts Presented

•

Dismiss Anything Not of
Your Truth

•

Stay Open
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Personal Goddess Creation
Vessel Intention Activation
Connect to…
the Divine
Feminine
Open to Receive
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•

Connect to the Divine Feminine
Essence and Bring Her Through
as You Move

•

Earth - Physical Realm

•

Water - Emotional Realm

•

Air - Mental Realm

•

Fire - Action Realm

•

Spirit - Spiritual/Soul Realm
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The Next Phase:
Crystalline Womb
Activation

Moondala Check-in

What is the Crystalline Womb?
The Crystalline Womb is the sacred and divine template
of your own womb, as she was when you first arrived
upon the planet: clear, pristine, pure, and
unencumbered by all the indignities that have been
showered upon your physical body and in your
electromagnetic field. She holds your original memory,
your original thoughts, hopes and dreams before you
had to grow through the experience of being human.
She functions like your own womb but in a cleaner,
clearer way. AND, she is connected to the Crystalline
Grid of the planet, so she is an access point for
instantaneous, high-level information, whenever you
choose to access it. She innately knows what you
need, the choices you need to make, and can generate
the strength of will to help you make those choices.
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Clearing the Space:

Clearing the
Heart Arc Line

Womb Clearing
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8

Journal any
information you
received.

Crystalline
Womb
Activation
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The Care and Feeding of
the Crystalline Womb
•

Put your Moondala some place that you see it every day, when you
wake up and when you go to sleep. Look at it daily.

•

Spend as much time outside, solidly on the ground as you can. If you
can be in a circle or have a fire, all the better.

•

Charge your womb with breath daily.

•

Clear your womb of old relationship pain regularly (like we did in class).

•

Clear your Heart Arc line regularly.

•

Talk to your Womb. A list of questions is attached at the end of this
handout.

•

Practice Moon Lodging.

•

Commit to only partake in authentic lovemaking, to not compromise
yourself in any way. Do not partake in any sexual behavior that is not
holding your highest potential.

•

Begin the process of clearing the physical and energetic womb space
with the practices in Body Wisdom Bootcamp.
https://www.celestialforestinstitute.com/body-wisdom-boot-campclassroom. The link will also be emailed to you.
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•

Watch Awakening the Divine Feminine.
It is being offered live online,
Wednesdays at 11 am. The
recordings are here:
https://www.celestialforestinstitute.com
/awakening-the-divine-feminine-class

•

If you want to continue on this path,
consider Womb Awakenings,
Priestess, or at the very least Sacred
Rhythms and Boot Camp Live, all
beginning in January, 2020.
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Womb Questions

Grounding - Closing
Sacred Space

Use the questions on the handout to begin
a dialog with your womb. You will soon
discover that she has a heart and a brain
all her own. As you begin to have
conversations with her, and truly listen to
her, you will begin to trust her. Once that
takes place, you can begin to go to her for
guidance and she will deliver. The best
way to ask these questions is to place your
hands over your womb, breathe into her,
and ask the question. Then begin to write
in your journal. You may only get through
one or two questions in a sitting. Yes, you
will probably uncover things long buried.
Don’t disregard them. Look at them and
release them. But most importantly, let the
relationship begin.
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Next Class November 25, 2019 at
6 pm Central
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